5o.-F5J Trophy ALTIMETER
7 and May 8, 2016 - PLA DE VENT - BRAFIM -Tarragona

Scoring for Intertour / Eurocontest 2016
Basic regulations
1. This contest will apply the current FAI Official Rules F5J 2015.
If someone you like, you can check your original content in English on the website of the FAI.
An unofficial translation of the regulations for 2011 is available on the website of the Madrid
air Federation.
2. Contestants must know and apply this policy at all stages of the contest.
3. Contestants may only register and employ up to 2 altimeters. The use of unregistered
altimeters involve the disqualification from the contest.
4. The firmware installed on the altimeter must meet FAI rules without re-starting the engine. It
is the responsibility of the pilot to have the altimeter and reader firmware updated to version
indicated. The use of altimeters and / or outdated readers involves disqualification from the
contest.
5. altimeters and allowed firmwares
a. RC ELECTRONICS (FAI without re boot firmware)
b. Altis Altis V3 and V.4 (firmware FAI)
c. For altimeters other manufacturers or other models, the participant must indicate the
make and model organization and provide the software and drivers joanf5j@gmail.com
mail by Thursday April 20-2016. The participant must provide the reader and cables
needed to take readings and checks them in the computer of the organization.
6. Readers permitted:
a. RC FXJ Programming Card version 1.2 and 1.4
b. Readers party participants must bring their own e-reader and indicate to
joanf5j@gmail.com day before April 20, 2016.
7. Contestants must come with memory erased and authorized altimeter firmware loaded
8. The operation and altimeter reading will be sole responsibility of the participant.

9. In a first reading failure (non-procedural) will try to get the reading starting in the computer
of the organization. If the reading is not possible with the computer, the flight rate a zero. The
second reading and subsequent failure will mean a zero flight.
10. Formalizing the inscription:
Each pilot will be recorded in the control table for the delivery of federal license, registration
verification data (frequency, patterns, ...), and dorsal delivery. and marking the altimeter.
11. To provide information on the evolution of the championship, the organization published
the corresponding interim results of each of the groups and the provisional results of the
disputed sleeve.
12. If there were matching frequencies, the pilots involved have to submit their issuers at the
table of the organization at the beginning of the championship and after each one of their
corresponding flights.
13. Classification and list of contestants who pass the fly off will be published at the end of the
eight flights.
14. the worst flight of each participant and always will be discarded when they have flown a
minimum of six flights.
15. It is the responsibility of the pilot to verify the data that judges have registered and sign the
judge at the end of each flight. After signing, there is no possibility of complaint. The data
entry errors on the computer can be claimed up to 30 minutes after the publication of the final
results. If claim is not brought in this time, the results are accepted as definitive.

Schedules tests
We will be especially rigorous as we can in the implementation of the same
-Saturday May 7th:
- 8: 30-9: 30 Registration of registration.
- 9: 30-10: 00 Meeting of pilots.
- 10:30 departuré from 1 flight Group 1.
And so on until finishing the 6 tasks planned for Saturday.
The organization notified before testing of actual times as well as groups of each sleeve.
At 13 approx. A break of 30 minutes is performed. The time is synchronized with the end of
one sleeve.
-Sunday May 8th:
- 8: 30-9: 30 Deleted altimeter for those who want or need.
- 9: 30-10: 00 Meeting of pilots.

- 10:30 departure from La Manga seven Group 1.
And so on until the end and beginning of the remaining 3vuelos FlyOff.
The organization notified before testing of actual times and each round groups and schedule
may vary to adjust the sleeves and groups. It will communicate and depending on the number
of participants at the last minute.
Food:
During the tournament the organization will have planned how to provide those who want
snacks and drinks to save time on flights and those wishing to eat during the break to do so.
Both Saturday and Sunday.
Pre-Registration;
They are accepted and will soon get in the club page a link to a form that must be refilled
Registration:
The registration fee is 35 euros, entitled to a snack / day and two drinks. Pre-registration can
be done on the website of Pla de Vent, http://www.pladevent.com until April 20 or until it
reaches the maximum number of entries will be 40.
Confirmation of registration will be made when the amount stated on the current account of Pla
de Vent club is entered. In the income sheet should clearly indicate the name registered.
2100 0392 15 02 00150612
(IBAN: ES32 2100 0392 1502 0015 0612)
Concerted hotels:
In Tarragona we have two concerted Hotels in the same company
http://www.sbhotels.es/
• SB Express Hotel 3 * € 52.00 in single or double AD incl.
• Hotel SB Ciutat de Tarragona4 * € 71.00 € the single and 79 double in AD incl ..
Parking gift
When the reservation is made should be mentioned that are model airplane contest participant
in Pla de Vent. It is best to use mail Sandra for booking your details here I leave;
Sandra Salas (Director)

ssalas@sbhotels.es

HOTEL SB EXPRESS TARRAGONA
Plaça de les Corts Catalanes, 4 - 43005 Tarragona
Tel. +34 977 221 050 - Fax. +34 977 211 449
ssalas@sbhotels.es -

In Valls, the HOTEL CASA FELIX with whom we have contact this year and also offers
supply.
Contact the hotel to find the best options according vayais saying contestants are model
airplanes.
Albert Sardina
Director
Felix Hotel
Tel.+34 977 609090
Fax.+34 977 605007
www.felixhotel.net

I remind you that also in the club you can camp. The club includes a toilet, water and electricity
at your disposal.
So you can come with tent, campingcar and caravans.

NOTES;
Tarragona is a province that has a long history. It has many monuments that are World
Heritage Site and has many interesting places to be visited.
Its cuisine is excellent and is very ready to welcome travelers of all nationalities.
It has a lovely, clean and a very nice white sand beaches.
Near City in just 15 minutes there is an amusement park with two of the biggest roller coasters
in Europe.
It is perfect for a family holiday and more than affordable prices.

More INFO or question related email to; joanf5j@gmail.com

